Tip of the Month
Demonstrating Currency in NavigatorV®
Overview
NavigatorV® has multiple ways to prove currency in your subscription. In the
information below, we suggest three different methods for showing currency based on
different reference points. These cover showing currency with your subscription libraries,
with the latest FAA update, and with the manufacturer on an individual publication.
The following methods are recommended for fast and easy checking of your content
currency:
 ATP Subscription - Use the Status Report feature to provide a paper copy of your
current subscription.
 Latest FAA Update - Reference the Small Biweekly document to demonstrate that
you are up to date with the FAA.
 Individual Manufacturer Publication - Locate an individual document to identify
the publication's currency and compare with the manufacturer's published date.
How to Prove a Current Subscription with 'Print Status Report'
1. In NavigatorV®, open Product Registration by clicking
top right of the Welcome tab.
2. In the Product Registration window, click the 'Print Status Report' button

at the

3. This gives a printable copy of the display in Product Registration. Just go to the 'File'
toolbar menu at the upper left corner and select 'Print'.

How to Demonstrate the Latest Regulatory Update with 'Small Biweekly'
In NavigatorV®, go to the top right corner and locate the green 'Quick Find' box. This
box is a fast method for directly locating and opening any document.
1. All Regulatory libraries will carry the FAA's Airworthiness Directives Small Biweekly
document. This document is updated every two weeks and you can easily reference it in
Quick Find. Simply type the word 'Small Biweekly' in the box and hit the green 'Quick
Find' button.

2. When this document opens automatically, look for the Revision Date located just
under the header. It will be in this format:
Revision Date: 2009-09 - 04/27/2009
3. If it is within 2 weeks of today's date, you are up to date with the FAA's latest revision.
How to Show Individual Publication Currency
1. In NavigatorV®, click the 'My Library' tab and select a Maintenance Publication. We'll
go through an example with Hartzell Propeller. (See the highlighted row in the sample
image below.)
2. In 'My Library', the publications show Issue No. and Effective Date from the
Manufacturer. In our example, the Structural Inspection Manual from Hawker Beechcraft
has an Issue No. of 98-39006 and an Effective Date of 11/1/2008.

3. Let's check it against the manufacturer's listing. From the Welcome tab, click on
'Resources' and select 'Manufacturer Listing' .
4. Click the Hawker Beechcraft link. This will open the manufacturer's tech pub location
on their website. Enter the manual # 98-39006. This will confirm the latest revision is
Nov 2008 and you have received it.

We hope that this helps you in your operations with NavigatorV®.
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